In this note, we discuss new techniques for analyzing the pseudospectra of matrices and propose a numerical method for computing the spectral projector associated with a group of eigenvalues enclosed by a polygonal curve. Numerital tests are reported. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
The Standard way to localize the eigenvalues of a matrix in a given region of the complex plane, is to numerically compute approximations of these eigenvalues. Although sometimes satisfactory, this approach may fail in some difficult situations.
The backward analysis of eigenvalue Problems aims at proving that the computed eigenvalues of a matrix X are the exact ones of a nearby matrix of the form X + A where A is a small perturbation.
The error in an eigenvalue is then bounded by a constant times the spectral norm 1jA1j2 of A, where the [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] [169] [170] [171] [172] [173] [174] [175] constant depends on the condition number of the sought eigenvalue.
In the normal case, the condition number of an eigenvalue is equal to one so that the error on the computed eigenvalue is only of Order 114112. The Situation is more difficult in the non-normal case since the eigenvalues may be poorly conditioned numerically and their condition number tan be very large. However, even if the eigenvalues are globally ill-conditioned, a subset of them in a given region of the complex plane may be well-conditioned [20] . Hence it beComes important to compute the eigenvalues within some region of confidence and with some pre-specified tolerante.
In other words, instead of only representing an eigenvalue by its computed approximation, one may consider a neighborhood of it which is defined by some tolerante threshold. For this reason, the notion of pseudo-spectrum has been developed [8, 23, 24] . It may be described as follows:
For each E 3 0, the pseudo-spectrum or e-spectrum of a matrix X E C""' is defined by C,(X) = {z E @:z is an eigenvalue of X + A with llA112 < EIIX/I~}. This definition is equivalent to the following one:
The spectral Portrait of the matrix X is the representation, by means of level curves, of the function
where gmin (zZ -X) is the smallest Singular value of zZ -X.
(3)
Most of the methods developed in the literature use the following two Steps for computing the spectral Portrait: 1. The discretization of the domain 9 of interest. 2. The computation of gmin(ZZ -X) for each z in the discretized domain. Although the above approach for computing the spectral Portrait is reasonable, we would like to discuss here its weakness.
The domain 9 of interest is usually determined from some eigenvalue estimations, and this is in contradiction with the concept of pseudospectra where the computed eigenvalues may be far from the exact ones.
The computation of amin(zZ -X) in the above second step uses the Singular value decomposition algorithm [lO] if the matrix is of a small size as in [23] . In the case where the size of the matrix is large, several sparse eigenvalue solvers have been tried. They are based on projection methods such as the Lanczos [2, 22] In [15] , the matrix X is reduced to a block diagonal form using only well conditioned transformations.
The spectral Portrait is then obtained cheaply from that of the block diagonal matrices. The aim of these methods is the study of the behavior of the resolvent of X at the Points 2 E 'I'.
It is not the intention of this note to compare the efficiency of these methods. We are rather interested in giving Supplement information on pseudospectra that are not discussed in the literature devoted to this topic. We see from Eq. (1) that the spectral Portrait tan be divided into several "patches" that we will call. hereafter, spectral spots. Esch spectral spot may be considered as an eigenvalue of the perturbed matrix X + d with /ld 112 < FIIX~~~. We believe that it is important not only to analyze the behavior of the resolvent inside and outside the spectral spots, but also to compute the corresponding invariant subspaces. In this note, we would like to study the pseudospectra of small matrices using the following approach: for a given matrix X, we would like first to be able to localize the different spectral spots and then to compute the spectral projector on each of them.
The first
Step may be considered as a pre-processing task. It tan be done in the following way: the field of values is easy to determine ([13] . p. 34), [Zl) , it contains the t-spectrum and may be used in the first place. After that, one tan draw a Square in the field of values and circumscribe the Square by a circle %. and use the circular/elliptic spectral dichotomy algorithm [4,7,9,17,18] for computing the spectral projector F ?d on the domain enclosed by the circle %. and the dichotomy Parameter which is an indicator of the confidence to be placed in the accuracy of the computed projector (see also [l] ). If Rd = 0, then this domain is free of eigenvalues.
Otherwise, the dichotomy Parameter gives an indication about the Separation between % and the rest of the spectrum of X. The Square must then be shifted accordingly and the same process is Fig. 1 . The pre-processing step repeated until we localize each spectral Spot. It is also possible to parallelize this
Step by recursively dividing the Square into several small squares, as indicated in Fig. 1 , in each of which the Same process tan be repeated. We are still working on this pre-processing
Step. The purpose of this note is the numerical computation of the spectral projector associated with the different spectral spots obtained after the pre-processing Step. More precisely, let y be a Jordan curve that encloses one of the spectral spots and excludes the others, then the matrix integral [14] Z',(X) = &j(zI -X)-' dz is the spectral projector associated with the eigenvalues enclosed by y. Its rank is equal to the sum of the algebraic multiplicities of the distinct eigenvalues enclosed by y.
Let us define
If cmy < 1 and 1]4112 < e]]X]lz, then it is easy to see that Actually, the condition em,(X) < 1 is satisfied if the boundary of y does not Cross Z,(X), but this condition is not sufficient, for a perturbation on X cannot induce a larger perturbation in PY(X) provided that em,(X) < 1 and em;(X) « 1. In other words, the stability of the projector P,(X) as a function of X is ensured if m,(X) « 1 /&.
The quantity m,(X) may be Seen as "the condition number" of the projector Py and if m,(X) is not large, then the Jordan curve y realizes a spectrum dichotomy of the matrix X.
If y is a circle or an ellipse, then R,(X) is obtained by the corresponding dichotomy techniques [4,7,9,18]. Unfortunately it is not always possible to isolate the different spectral spots using only circles or ellipses. For complicated shapes of the spectral Spot distribution, it is natura1 to assume that y is the boundary of a polygon.
In Section 2 we propose a method for approximating R?(X) assuming that the domain enclosed by y is a polygon. Section 3 illustrates numerically the behavior of the proposed method.
Computation of the spectral projector
We assume that the reader is familiar with the work in [9] where the main result in this section Sterns from.
Before giving the main theorem, we need a preliminary result from Standard linear algebra. Let C E @"' be a matrix of Order n having no eigenvalues in the interval [-1, + 11. Then we have Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 2.1. There exists a matrix L E Vxn such that C-'
Moreover the following formula holds
Proof. The first part of the lemma is proven in [9] . It suffices to consider the
Th e second part follows from the formula
and the fact that ( 
Therefore the results concerning the elliptic spectral dichotomy [9] may be applied here. 2 If we consider the matrix pencil 1~2 + B with we know that the projection matrix 9 onto the right eigenspace of the pencil 3~~2 + SJ associated with the eigenvalues outside the unit circle is given by [9]
The matrix L is then given, for example, by the formula
The following algorithm describes the computation of the matrix L. Let us give some comments on this algorithm. The computation of the matrix L in the initial Phase should be done carefully, for the success of this Phase relies upon the condition IA(L)1 < 1 (see Lemma 2.1). In the implemented Version, we iterate the elliptic dichotomy algorithm until 111 -2CL + L*((, is small enough. If this condition cannot be fulfilled, then there is no dichotomy between the (degenerate) ellipse and the set of eigenvalues of L. ' 
With the notation used in [9], this corresponds to A = C-',B = I, a = 1/2(p + (l/p)), b = 1/2((l/p) -p) and A(A,B) = A,,,(A.B).
Note that if the eigenvalues of C are outside the ellipse (12) it may be preferable, in the final Phase of Algorithm 1, to apply the elliptic dichotomy algorithm on the ellipse which is contained in the ellipse (12).
We now turn back to the computation of the projector J% ( (17)
It is easy to see that since the matrix X has no eigenvalues on the edge linking <, to 4,+,, then the matrix Cj has no eigenvalues in the interval [-1: +l] and the results of Lemma 2.1 on the construction of the matrix L,, such that C,:' = 2L,(Z + Lj)-', may be applied.
Thus from the previous discussion, we have Theorem 2.1 whose verification is now straightforward. Then the spectral projector P?(X) tan be expressed by
Numerital examples
Before giving numerical illustration, we would like to stress that the projector PY gives information on the invariant subspace associated with the spectral spots enclosed by the curve y. When y is a polygon, the projector Pi may be costly to evaluate. We thus recommend the use of simpler curves such as circles or ellipses and the corresponding dichotomy algorithms [4, 7, 9, 17, 18] whenever possible. The use of particular polygonal curves such as squares or rectangles should also be used whenever possible. The choice of a general polygon should be limited to situations where simpler curves are not possible. The numerical tests are carried out with Matlab (double precision, ePs,X z 2.22 x 10-16). The while condition in Algorithm 1 is replaced by wh& 116~ -L*HkL -Ill, > ltHkt12 ePs,,,.
For each test matrix X, we draw the spectral Portrait using the algorithm developed in [ 121. The used polygon is also indicated in the figures. The spectral projector PY(X) is approximated by P?(X) X P with P = fc?L ,=1 k=O 2k + 1 LjZk+'i (20) where the matrices Lj,j = 1,. ,7, are computed by Algorithm 1. We also give the trace of the projector P which indicates the number of eigenvalues of X inside the polygon y as weil as its norm which gives an indication about the angle between the invariant subspaces associated with the eigenvalues inside and outside y. The larger is the norm of the projector, the smaller is the angle between the two invariant subspaces. Other characteristics of the computed projector P, such as llP* -PJI, and (IPX -XP(I,, are also given.
Example 1
We consider the matrix 
whose eigenvalues are p, = -3, p2,s = -1.5 f 2.5981i, p4,5 = 1.5 * 2.5981i, p6 = 3, p,,s = 149.487i, p9 = 100, p,,, = 128, pl1 = 256, pl2 = 512, ,u13 = 700.
.lL14 = 900, PIS = 1000, and pt6 = 1100. Its spectral Portrait is drawn in Fig. 2 
Example 2
The second example is constructed from the GRCAR matrix, a Toeplitz matrix with sensitive eigenvalues taken from [12] . We consider with ~/A10~~2 = 9.7801 x 10-15.
Example 3
The last example is the matrix The double eigenvalues -2 and -3 are defective. This matrix has ill-conditioned eigenvalues.
Its spectral Portrait is shown in Fig. 4 . We first consider the polygon ;' whose vertices are 4, = -4 -2i. These results are consistent with the characteristics of the enclosed eigenvalues by the polygon. One might think that enlarging the polygon beyond the different spectral spots would improve the results. The following example Shows that this is not true. We consider the Square y with vertices 4r = -6 -6i, t2 = 6 -6i, r3 = 6 + 6i, ?& = -6 + 6i, and c5 = 4,. This Square encloses all the eigenvalues of X. The computed projector P has now a trace equal to 7 with IIPj12 = IIZ-Pli2 = 1, llP2 -Pli2 = 2.34 x IO-", IIPX -XPII, = 9.96 x 10-13.
Let Q be the 7 x 7 matrix whose columns form an orthonormal basis of the range of P, then the eigenvalues of the matrix QXQ, which is mathematically similar to X, are: 
Conclusion
We have proposed a new approach for computing pseudospectra of matrices. The approach uses two main Steps. The first Step, which is still in progress, is based on a pre-processing task that selects, in a guaranteed way, the regions where the resolvent is large. This Step tan easily be parallelized. The second
Step computes the spectral projectors, and hence the invariant subspaces, associated with the eigenvalues in each region. The computation of the spectral projector uses the recent work on the spectral dichotomy techniques and assumes that the region of interest tan be enclosed in a circular, elliptic or a polygonal curve.
